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Abstract
Beam to column joint fractures on steel structures in Northridge earthquake produced
some worries about the reliability of steel connections. Brittle fracture of bending joints
indicated that ductility of construction materials doesn't ensure structure ductility, and
structure geometry, loading type, and other specifications influence structure behavior.
Stress (strain) concentration due to seismic moment changes may prevent distribution of
plastic zone around joint, and this can be a justification for joint brittle fracture. RBS joint
is one that came after Northridge earthquake, which is known as dog bone joint. In this
kind of joint, by minimizing section of beam flange near support area (in which
possibility of plastic joint formation is more), plastic joint is transferred from column side
and joint area to inside beam and at proper interval with joint. To design this joint and
achieve the goal of formation and development of plastic hinge in reduced area, many
parameters must be considered. Panel zone is one of the most effective parts of a rigid
steel joint. Resistance and stiffness value of panel zone has a large effect on behavior and
performance of joints. This paper studies these kinds of joints and effects of changes in
panel zone using cross-shaped substructure and ANSYS software. Regarding to the
studies it was indicated that weak panel zone doesn't develop plastic hinge in beam, so
collapses merely occurs in panel zone and joint area. In specimens with strong panel zone,
because of elastic behavior of panel zone, all substructure energy is wasted in beam, so
panel zone is not used efficiently.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Most studies recommend usage of RBS joints. Experiments cover beam dimensions and
steel types usually used in practice. Primary studies on this kind of joint suggest this joint
have very suitable characteristics such as ductility, proper resistance, lower cost than
other bending joints, lower run time of construction and installation of structure, and
more reliance to welds. In this joint, by cutting some part of beam flange, plastic hinge is
transferred from column side to inside beam, so that beam joint to column side is not
threatened. Reduced area, by its plastic performance, absorbs more energy than joint to
column side and creates a controlled hinge with extra ductility [3].
Re-hardening is a dominant feature of a RBS joint with radial cut, but it is lower
than other post-Northridge joints [3]. Panel zone ductility is a parameter that affects on
rupture of beams with RBS joints. Researches of Popov & Krawinkler showed that joints
with weak panel zone experience brittle fracture of welds connecting beam flange to
column flange, because of over shear deformation [3].
Although weak panel zone has a high energy-wasting capability, but it is not
recommended because of the above reasons. By strong panel zone, although fracture
probability is decreased, but probability of instability of beam is increased (especially in
RBS joint).
As usual, maximum bending stress is generated in beam flange and maximum
cutting stress is generated in panel zone. If before beam reaches to its complete bending
capacity, panel zone begins its rupture, then plastic hinge may be formed in beam, panel
zone, or both. It is the reason that all seismic codes of practice in the world emphasize on
reinforcing weak panel zones. This reinforcement is done by doublers and continuity
plates. Seismic codes of practice offer various relations for these plates and their controls.
Regarding to controlling nature of plastic hinge in RBS joints, any changes may have
large effects on seismic behavior of this kind of joint [4]. Upon lab experiments in
FEMA355D [6], it is less probable joints with weak panel zone reach to a great plastic
rotation in sever earthquakes. Also, strong panel zone decreases performance of joints [4,
6]; while in joints with yielding capacity in shear for panel zone and with bending
capacity of beam, a large rotation capacity is achieved.
Regarding to the point that all test, except those of Deylami et al [4], have used
US sections (Wxx), we used IPB and IPE sections that are common in IRAN to model
panel zone effects on seismic behavior of RBS joint. The goal of these modeling is study
of effects of panel zone on yielding and on inter-story drift angle in plastic area. In many
researches, substructures are used to study joint effects on frame behavior. Substructures
often are in T or cross shapes [3].
In analyzes by Deylami et al [4], a one-side modeling of joint (T-shaped
substructure) is used. In such kinds of modeling, because of modeling a beam (corner
joint modeling in common structure), little force is applied on panel zone, and forces are
applied from on way to panel zone. So, study of models using two-side substructures
seems necessary. Therefore, a two-side substructure is used in this paper.
Eight models with various specifications are constructed and analyzed. Continuity
plate is used in all models. Beam and column dimension are the same in four first and
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second models, so that in first set IBP260 section is used for column and IPE300 section
for beam, and in second set IBP450 section is used for column and IPE600 section for
beam. Differences of each set are in reinforcement methods of panel zone, and there are
no other changes in models. The only difference between these two classes is beam length.
Beam length in first class is 2.50 m and in second class is 3.50 m. Column height in both
classes is 3.40 m.
2.0

MODELING

Regarding to controlling nature of plastic hinge in RBS joints, any changes may have
large effects on seismic behavior of this kind of joint [7]. Upon lab experiments in
FEMA355D [6], it is less probable joints with weak panel zone reach to a great plastic
rotation in sever earthquakes. Also, strong panel zone decreases performance of joints [4,
6]; while in joints with yielding capacity in shear for panel zone and with bending
capacity of beam, a large rotation capacity is achieved [4, 6].
2.1.

Designing panel zone

Shear force for panel zone is obtained from eq. (1) [6].
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To study effects of panel zone thickness on seismic behavior of joint,
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ratio is used.
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Vy is the ultimate shear limit in panel zone that is obtained from eq. (2). This value of
coefficient in Iranian code of practice is 0.55 and in AISC is 0.6 (eqs. 1 and 2) [1, 5].
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Yielding in panel zone is so that it begins from center and goes toward corners.
Deformation of panel zone is so that total shape is parallelogram. When this ratio is
between 0.9 and 1, yielding is occurred in panel zone and beam simultaneously. When it
is less than 0.9, panel zone is stronger than balance case and yielding occurs in beam [5].
When this ratio is greater than 0.9, panel zone is weak and yielding begins in panel zone.
Studies of Chi et al (1998) and E.I. Tawil & Kunnath (1997) showed that panel zone
deformation due to its yielding increases fracture probability in joint and decreases
capacity in large rotations. FEMA offers a ratio between 0.6 and 0.9, but more the ratio is
closer to 0.9, more balanced behavior joint has.
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2.2.

RBS connection designing

To design RBS joint with radius cut, FEMA offered relations are used (eqs. 4, 5, 6, 7) [7],
in which a, b, c, R are interval of beginning of cut area to column side, cut length, depth
of cut and cutting radius, respectively (fig. 1.a).

a  0.5  0.75b f

(4)

b  0.65  0.85d

(5)

c  0.2b f  0.25b f



(6)

4c 2  b 2
R
8c

(7)

Also, d and bf is beam flange wide and beam section height, respectively [7]. In
designed models of this paper, a cut value of 50% is used, namely C=0.25bf. Cut values
and a, b, c, R dimensions are given in table 1.

Figure 1.a) Designing parameters in joint with radial cut, b) Substructure used in
modeling.
Table 1. Section specifications in RBS joint.
Beam Section
a
b
c
R
IPE330
10cm 26cm 4cm 23.125cm
IPE600
13cm 45cm 5.5cm 67.062cm
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2.3.

Modeling

ANSYS software is used for modeling. Also, a cross-shaped substructure (fig. 1.b) is used.
In most researches, substructures are used to study effects of joint on frame behavior.
Substructures often are in T or cross shapes [3]. In this paper, a cross-shaped substructure
is used to study effects of creating RBS joint on joint stiffness. In fact, loading in the lab
is of drift type, which is applied from top of substructure. Load application style is
illustrated in fig. 2. The multiplication value of column height by angle of substructure
drift angle is used to obtain drift on peak of substructure model. This is same inter-story
drift angle that by multiplying it in story height, inter-story drift is obtained, and can be
used in modeling.
Model specifications are given in table 1. To design panel zone, relations of
section 2.1 is used. First model, called RBS-1, doesn't have doubler plate. Second model,
RBS-2, uses two doubler plates with thickness 1 cm. In this model, these two plates are
connected with groove welding to column web plate. Then, in calculation of panel zone
capacity, equivalent thickness of column web plus doubler plate is used. In RBS-3, two
continuity plates with thickness 1 cm are used. But, in this model the plates are not stuck
to column web, and are modeled separately.
Regarding to similar conditions of column web plate and doubler plates, cut
capacity of panel zone is obtained from sum of tolerated cut of each plate. In two RBS-2
and RBS-3 models, panel zone thicknesses are equal, but joint styles are different. To
study effects of a strong panel zone, RBS-4 is used. In this specimen, two doubler plates
with thickness 3 cm are used in two sides of column web and are stuck to column web.
Next four models have similar conditions of first four models, but they have different
sections. Here, the difference between RBS-6 and RBS-7 models is joining style of
doubler plate.
Table 2. Shear values applied from beam to panel zone, its tolerable Shear.
No.
RBS-1
RBS-2
RBS-3
RBS-4

Column
IPB260
IPB260
IPB260
IPB260

Beam Plate Thickness D (cm) Vpz (ton) Vy (ton) Vpz / Vy
IPE330
0
115.2
43.9
2.62
IPE330
2x1=2
115.2
112.5
1.02
IPE330
2 x 1*
115.2
112.5
1.02
IPE330
2x3=6
115.2
250
0.46

RBS-5
RBS-6
RBS-7
RBS-8

IPB450
IPB450
IPB450
IPB450

IPE600
IPE600
IPE600
IPE600

3.0

0
2 x 1.5 = 3
2 x 1.5*
2x4=8

271.6
271.6
271.6
271.6

103.5
281
281
578

2.63
0.96
0.96
0.47

HYSTERESIS DIAGRAMS OF MODELS

Here we study hysteresis diagrams obtained from analyses. These diagrams are drawn
based on internal story drift angle by moment.
3.1.

Diagrams of total substructure

Hysteresis curves are illustrated in fig. 2 to 5. Hysteresis curves for RBS-1, RBS-2, RBS3, RBS-4, RBS-5, RBS-6, RBS-7, and RBS-8 are shown in fig. 2 to 5, respectively. Two
5
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dotted lines at above and bottom of diagram show beam maximum bending capacities. In
these diagrams, moment is expressed in ton-meter (t.m).

Figure 2. Moment-drift angle diagram for a) RBS-1, b) RBS-2.

Figure 3. Moment-drift angle diagram for a) RBS-3, b) RBS-4.

Figure 4. Moment-drift angle diagram for a) RBS-5, b) RBS-6.
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Figure 5. Moment-drift angle diagram for a) RBS-7, b) RBS-8.
As illustrated in fig. 2 to 5, resistance of panel zone has a large effect on seismic
behavior of RBS joints. Noticing fig. 2.a and 4.a that have weak panel zone, it is indicated
that weak panel zone causes a decrement in moment applied to total substructure. In other
specimens there are not dominant changes in diagrams. Moments of beam end (column
side) and the value of moment in center of RBS joint are given in table 3. From table 3, it
is indicated that in RBS-1, weak panel zone causes a decrement in applied moment on
beam. Also, it is observed that moment ratio (maximum moment endured divided by
maximum capacity of bending moment in reduced section of beam) in reduced area is
about 1, which indicates little yielding in this area. So, RBS joint is not effective. RBS-5
has also a weak panel zone. Trend of this model is similar to RBS-1.
But this trend is more sever so that reduced area remains in elastic state (moment
ration is about 0.77). In other specimens, moment ratio on section capacity is about 1.241.33, which indicates development of plastic hinge in the area. Also, in all specimens,
ratio of maximum moment on column side to maximum section capacity is less than 1,
which indicates plastic hinge is not completed in column side and joint does not
experience brittle fracture (due to more stress in column side area).it means that RBS
connection works properly.
Table 3. Maximum moment on column side and on reduced area, and their ratio.
Specimens
RBS-1
RBS-2
RBS-3
RBS-4

Mp
19.3
19.3
19.3
19.3

Mp(RBS)
12
12
12
12

RBS-5
RBS-6
RBS-7
RBS-8

84.29
84.29
84.29
84.29

55.10
55.10
55.10
55.10

MMax MMax(RBS) MMax / Mp MMax(RBS) / Mp(RBS)
13.57
12.32
0.70
1.03
17.13
15.55
0.89
1.30
16.32
14.82
0.84
1.24
17.55
15.93
0.91
1.33
47.36
78.08
77.98
75.76

42.53
70.12
70.03
67.89

0.56
0.93
0.92
0.9

0.77
1.27
1.27
1.23

To more study of specimens and development process of hysteresis curves, we
analyze hysteresis curves of substructure components.
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4.0

CONCLUSION
o RBS joint with reduced section of beam flange increases structure ductility
severely. In this type of joint, if designing is suitable, reduced section acts like a
fuse and prevents plasticity of other frame components.
o Regarding to the goal of RBS joint that is transferring plastic hinge, many factors
influence on performance and efficiency of this joint. One of these factors is panel
zone, so that weakness of panel zone can considerably decrease performance of
joint. To achieve an optimal design, capacities of all components must be used so
that panel zone and beam yield simultaneously and brittle fracture is avoided.
Thus, in designing balance states, a 0.9 ratio of shear in panel zone to its capacity
is recommended.
o By studying effects of panel zone on seismic behavior of substructure with RBS
joint, it is indicated that in specimens with RBS joints with a weak panel zone,
plastic hinge didn't developed well, and ratio of applied moment of section
capacity in two specimens were 0.77 and 1.03, whereas in other models (models
with average and strong panel zone), this ratio is about 1.24-1.33, which indicates
good performance of RBS joint. In specimens with strong panel zone, because of
elastic behavior of panel zone, total wasted energy by substructure occurs in beam,
so panel zone is not used efficiently.
o Also, two specimens had equal doubler plate (RBS-3, RBS-3 and RBS-6, RBS-7).
The only difference was in connection style of doubler plate. It was indicated that
doubler plate style had a large effect, and if doubler plate hasn't been stuck to
column web, wasted energy in panel zone is more than the case that the plates
have been stuck to column web.
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